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Class Distinction of the Off ice-Rank System 

in the ''Ritsu-Ryo" (~~) 
By R. Takeuchi 

1 -

The office-rank system of the "Ritsu-Ryo" (#~ ), Which presi. 

cribeci, it is said, the bureaucratic organiza~ion by means of · 

taking men of talent into-government service, involved essen

tially the character of class formation. If one is willing to be 

an officer, he has to get some rank, and this rank can be awar

ded only by his sincere service to Mikado. There are fifty 

stages from top to bottom in this rank system, and every office 

is given correspondently with this stage. Moreover, the rank 

is us11:ally accompanied by some political, economic ~d personal 

privileges. In the higher ranks these privileges extend to fam

~ly and the difference of these . between the higher and th~ 

lower is rather personal and classical than functional. Such 
J . 

character of the rank system enabled, too, the formation . of 

good lineages and the making of aristocratics from within it. 

. . 

The Domination of Ch'i-tan (~ft) over the N_u-chih (j{'IE[) 

of the Hui-pa (mitt) tribes······Continued 

By K. Hin~ 

The Nu-chih (:km[) of the Hui-pa (@l!ffl) tribes was a part 

of the Nu-chih race, and occupied the basin-area of the Hui-fa 

c,J36) R. today. Their first ·appearance in history was in the 

age of Ch'i-tan, but they had gon·e south, it seems, from the 

basin-area of the e~st-flowing Sungari R. already in the Pu-hai 

(~) peri9d. 

They rose up gradually on the stage of history, as Ch'i-tan 

had overthrown Pu-hai Kingdom and weakened the power of 

its people. Then, they were under the rule of the Pu-hai sur

vivals, who had built the Later Pu•hai Kingdom, and became · 
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a cat'srpaw of the Pu-hai's revengeful kingdom ag~inst Ch'i~ 

tan. Thus Chien-tsung (~~0. Emperor in the m~t vigorous 

period of Ch'i-tan, planped his domination over them. This 

domination necessarily kept pace with the conquest of the La

ter Pu-hai kingdom and its wire-puller, the Wu-jo (JC~) tribes. 

But it was not easy for him to realize the plan, and barely in 

the era of the next Emperor, Hsing-tsung (~*-), the purpose 

was accomplished. The most important method of domination 

was to control their trades with Kao-li (~E) and China, and 

to compel them: to trade with Ch,.i-tan, since the most part of 

· their economic and cultural life depended on the foreign trades. 

A Stud·y on the Christian Bevolt of Hara-Castle 
. ' ' 

By G. Higaki 

This essay is an attempt to study on the Christian Revolt of . 

Hara-Castle CW:~), the H~zen Ol!Mr) province in Japan, which 

occoured in the 14th and 15th years of Kan-ei (~fk). And the 

sta]?.d-point of .the study is new one, utilizing the original sour

ces, the most part of which was written in the Kyushu dis-

• trict. The main points are following : a) historical sources; b) 
' , . . 

process of propagation of the news of the revolt; c) the acts of 

the feudal lords in Kyushu who- p.eard the news; d) career of 

Amakusa Shiro (5(11£!ml~), leader of the revolt; e) organization 

of the revolt; f) influences of the revolt. 

Some Problems on the Abolishment of · the Government .. 

menaged Pastures and the Establishment of the Tenant

lands in the Early Half Period of the Pei-Sung (~t*) 

Dynasty ······Continued 
By S. Furukawa 

The Pei--Sung (~t*) dynasty enforced the law of the govern-
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ment managed pastures, as a method of repleting war horses, 

in order to oppose the excellent cavalry of Ch'i-tan -(~:Pr) and 

Hsi-hsia (lfflJ(). So the twelve government-managed pastures 

were built, in Ho-nan (Mm) and Ho-Pei (M;:ft), and many private 

farms were broken down. The results were at the height in 

the age of Emperor Chen-tsung (.!X~O~ but thereafter they fell 

into decay with the financial difficulties, and the birth-rate of 

horses lowered. The main cause of this failure was the unfit

uess of pasture-lands. 

In the age of Emperor len-tsung ({:::.*) the theory of "aboli

shment of the government-managed pastures and establishment 

of the tenant-lands" was vigourously set forth, and thus_ the 

six pastures were abolished in the T'ien-sheng (;R~) era, but 

horse-grazing was still continued on the abolished pastures, . 

because other measure was found out. Thereafter, the remdies 

to the inactivity of horse-breeding were discussed; orie was the 

theory of keeping hold the horse-breeding by means of new 

pastures which should be established in the district of l{o-tong 

(MJR) and Hsia-hsi (~"iffl), and the other was that which inten

ded to enforce a law of ·assessment of war hor~es to people. 

But a meet~ng-point of these theories lied in the plan which 

attempted to abolish the pastures, establishing the tenant-lands, 

and to inerease the market-horses by means of the saved expen

ces of pasture management and Jhe revenues from the tenant

lands. This plan was, indeed, put into-, practice by the Wang 

An-shih's C:E~:fi) law of t~e protection of horse-breeding. 




